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It is possible that vasospasm affecting penetrating of 
arteries may account for the paradoxical phenomenon 
that occurs in some clinical cases, like clinical deterioration 
without angiographic vasospasm or failure of clinical 
improvement following angioplasty or improvement 
with drugs like Nimodipine despite the absence of 
apparent effect on angiographic vasospasm.[2,3]

MRI has shown that delayed ischemic lesions after 
SAH are usually bilateral, multifocal tending to involve 
the territory of deep perforating arteries though many 
of them are asymptomatic.[6] These deep subcortical 
lesions do not match with the Transcranial doppler 
and angiographic findings, suggesting a mechanism 
other than that causing vasospasm of larger vessels. 
Experimental data in animal models has demonstrated 
endothelial dysfunction and histopathological evidence 
of luminal narrowing in intraparenchymal small 
arteries.[6] Moreover, preliminary data from human 
studies indicate that autoregulatory responses are 
impaired after SAH and microcirculatory changes 
manifested by prolonged cerebral circulation time 
may lead to decreased regional cerebral blood flow. 
Furthermore, microembolism could contribute to the 
occurrence of small infarcts in patients with SAH.[6]

 The case reported here provides some clinical evidence 
in humans, though indirect, supporting the possible 
occurrence of isolated vasospasm in penetrating 

arteries. Unfortunately, other causes of isolated 
perforator ischemia could not be ruled out due to lack of 
angiography and no response to raised blood pressure. 
Perforator spasm and ischemia following subarachnoid 
hemorrhage needs further research and should be the 
target of future therapeutic strategies. 
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Commentary

The authors report the unusual story of a 28‑year‑old man 
with subarachnoid (SAH) and intracerebral hemorrhage 
from a right middle cerebral artery aneurysm.[1] He 
developed bilateral basal ganglia infarctions probably 
about 13 days after SAH, which left him permanently 
disabled. There was no symptomatic vasospasm, or as it 
is currently recommended to be called, delayed cerebral 
ischemia, in the middle cerebral artery territory.

Although the details are sparse, the patient seems to 
have been managed according to accepted standards 
with nimodipine and some attention to fluids and blood 
pressure. Current recommendations do not include 
“triple H” therapy, or prophylactic hemodynamic 

measures.[2] Unfortunately, vascular imaging was not 
done in a delayed fashion, which limits our ability to 
determine the etiology of the infarctions.

What can we learn from this case? Isolated perforator 
territory infarctions are not uncommon after SAH, but 
there is usually an obvious cause. Hoh and colleagues 
reviewed 619 patients who underwent neurosurgical 
clipping or endovascular coiling of ruptured aneurysms.[3] 
New infarctions were noted in 189 (30%) of patients. The 
etiology was perforator artery occlusion in 40 (8%). 
These were almost all a complication of neurosurgical 
clipping or occasionally, coiling. Naidech and colleagues 
reported single or multiple deep (presumably mostly 
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perforator territory) infarctions in 23 of 117 patients 
(20%) with SAH.[4] The etiology was not specifically 
determined. Rabinstein, et al, found 56 infarctions in 142 
patients (39%) with aneurysmal SAH.[5] Isolated deep 
infarctions occurred in 10 (18%) cases. Thus, perforator‑
territory infarction occurs in up to 20% of patients with 
aneurysmal SAH. Perforator‑territory infarctions also 
are well‑described secondary to large artery (anterior 
or middle cerebral artery mainly) occlusion or severe 
angiographic vasospasm in patients with SAH, which 
by default involves perforating arteries.[3‑5] This also is 
well described in early pathology studies[6] and clinical 
series.[3,4]

What is the cause of isolated perforator‑territory 
infarctions? The unusual features of this case are the 
delayed appearance and remoteness from the site of the 
ruptured aneurysm. The causes of infarction after SAH 
are numerous, we classified them in recent clinical trials 
as complication of the aneurysm securing procedure, 
due to angiographic vasospasm, encephalomalacia from 
ventricular catheter or intracerebral hemorrhage, other 
identifiable cause (angiographic complication, increased 
intracranial pressure among others) and unknown.[7] The 
attribution of cause to the infarction is difficult, however, 
and not easily validated.[4,8] The most common cause of 
perforator infarction is surgical complication, which is 
not the case here. Crompton noted that in patients dying 
of SAH, perivascular blood was commonly seen tracking 
up the spaces around the penetrating arterioles but this 
tended to be where the aneurysm was, for example, along 
middle cerebral perforators with middle cerebral artery 
aneurysm rupture.[9] This was frequently associated 
with basal ganglia infarctions. The infarctions in this 
man, however, were remote from the aneurysm so this 
does not seem to be the cause here either. The authors 
suggest several possibilities, most prominently that the 
infarctions are due to vasospasm. Unfortunately, this 
is difficult to document. Others have suggested that 
isolated deep perforator territory infarctions can be due 
to vasospasm. Rabinstein and colleagues report 6 such 
cases, although the perforator territories in these cases 
were all next to the ruptured aneurysm.[5] They note these 
infarctions often did not correlate well with angiographic 
vasospasm, and suggest other mechanisms such as 
spasm of the perforating arteries, infarction secondary 
to autoregulatory disturbance and microthromboemboli.

In this patient, there was no documented hypotension 
so infarction from autoregulatory dysfunction seems 
unlikely. It also would be unusual to have isolated 
perforator artery spasm distal from the aneurysm. 
Microthromboemboli are postulated to contribute to 

delayed cerebral ischemia as well. Treatment of patients 
with SAH with antiplatelet agents, however, has so 
far not shown remarkable benefit and would be thus 
not recommended on a routine basis based on this  
case.[10] Did the patient have another underlying reason 
to develop infarction, such as pre‑existing chronic 
hypertension (there was no evidence for this) or some 
hypercoagulable state? We do not know this either. 
Thus, this case is important for documenting an unusual 
complication after SAH. We were unable to find a similar 
case when searching the literature. Infarction after SAH 
remains a major contributor to poor outcome,[11] and 
hopefully, with understanding of cases such as this, we 
can learn more and begin to improve outcome in patients 
with SAH.
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Commentary

Delayed cerebral ischemia (DCI) is the major threat 
to neurological recovery in those surviving the ictus 
and early brain injury after aneurysmal subarachnoid 
hemorrhage (SAH). This frequent complication may 
result in cerebral infarction, as first demonstrated in 
autopsy studies and more recently with CT and best 
of all with MR imaging.[1,2] Development of infarction 
appears to be one of the strongest predictors of poor 
recovery after SAH.[3] DCI has been associated with 
cerebral vasospasm, a transient pathologic narrowing 
of the proximal intracranial arteries, first demonstrated 
on angiography over a half‑century ago.[4,5] However, 
a causal and direct link between vasospasm and 
tissue ischemia is increasingly being challenged as 
divergent evidence emerges. Not only do many patients 
with angiographic vasospasm not develop ischemic 
neurological deficits, there are some patients with SAH 
who deteriorate and/or develop infarction in the absence 
of visible corresponding vasospasm.[6] DCI may instead 
be related to abnormalities with autoregulation and the 
microcirculation.[7] Furthermore, therapies that inhibit 
or reverse vasospasm have not consistently reduced 
infarction or improved patient outcomes.[8] 

A case report in this journal presents a patient with 
aneurysmal SAH who developed delayed neurological 
deterioration in the absence of large‑vessel vasospasm 
(as adjudicated by transcranial Doppler ultrasound; 
angiography was not performed).[9] Symptoms were 
refractory to hemodynamic therapy and bilateral 
deep cerebral infarcts developed in the territory of 
perforator arteries. The authors suggest that small 
vessel abnormalities (e.g. perforator vasospasm or 
microvascular thrombosis) would best explain the 
development of such “angio‑negative” infarcts after 
SAH. 

While it would have been useful to evaluate the 

intracranial circulation with angiography in such a case, 
the presence of normal TCD velocities is a fairly sensitive 
marker of vessel narrowing and thus useful in excluding 
hemodynamically significant large‑vessel vasospasm. 
The apparent disparity between ischemic deficits (and 
infarction) and lack of TCD‑findings highlights the 
limitations of only evaluating larger intracranial vessels 
in SAH patients. Previous studies have documented that 
deep infarctions are not uncommon after SAH, but these 
were often asymptomatic or associated with proximal 
vasospasm in other cases.[1,2] Here DCI led to cryptogenic 
(TCD‑negative) infarction that clearly contributed to 
significant deterioration and neurological morbidity. 
Furthermore, the time course reminds us that ischemic 
deficits may emerge even a week or more after SAH.

Measurement of regional cerebral perfusion may better 
delineate the pattern and monitor the risk of ischemia 
than TCD or even angiography. Our recent PET‑imaging 
study demonstrated that hypoperfusion was frequent 
even in the absence of angiographic vasospasm.[10] It 
may be that perfusion imaging (e.g. CT or MR perfusion) 
could have demonstrated reduced cerebral blood 
flow (CBF) in the deep brain territories of this patient, 
confirming ischemia as the underlying pathophysiology.

Finally, this case reminds us that ischemia after SAH 
(whether related to vasospasm or in its absence) does 
not always respond well to hemodynamic therapies. 
Induced hypertension, nonetheless, remains the 
mainstay of medical therapy for DCI; its rationale rests 
on the ability of raising systemic blood pressure to 
augment CBF, which itself is reliant on a breakdown 
in normal autoregulation. No controlled studies have 
demonstrated the clinical efficacy of such interventions, 
despite strong anecdotal evidence. Furthermore, studies 
measuring the effects of hemodynamic interventions on 
cerebral perfusion (e.g. CBF) have been conflicting and 
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